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Natural joints existing in rock significantly affect the stability of long-term served subsurface engineering. In this paper, granite
specimens with two orthogonal cracks were made for uniaxial compressive tests. ,e acoustic emission monitoring (AE) and
digital image correlation techniques were employed to record the acoustic events and cracking of rock. ,e stress, ring-down
count, and cumulative ring-down count of AE during the tests were obtained. ,e b-value of AE was calculated based on the
magnitude and number of AE events. ,e relationship between the b-value and rock cracking for the specimens with orthogonal
cracks was discussed. Further, the effects of orthogonal cracks distribution on the b-value and rock cracking were investigated.
Experimental results show that the specimens with orthogonal cracks would undergo multiple cycles of energy accumulation-
release-reaccumulation-rerelease under the uniaxial compression. For the specimens with orthogonal cracks, the b-value of AE
was volatile but generally decreased until complete failure. Every cracking event during the loading made the b-value drop and
then the reaccumulation of energy made the b-value increase or stable. ,e specimen with orthogonal cracks was more prone to
initial cracking than the intact rock. ,e orientation of cracks had effects on the b-value evolution and crack patterns. ,e b-value
reaching about 1.5 can be used as the failure precursor of specimens with orthogonal cracks.

1. Introduction

For long-term served subsurface engineering, the failure of
rock mass could lead to serious defects or accidents like the
large deformation, roof falling, and leakage [1–3]. ,e
natural rock mass contains numerous weak structural planes
(i.e., joints or fissures) which significantly affect mechanical
behaviors of the rockmass.,e orthogonal joint is one of the
most common joint geometries in the natural rock mass,
which are generated by geotectonic movements [4]. It is of
great significance to investigate the failure characteristics of
rocks with orthogonal joints through comprehensive ex-
periments for predicting rock failure and ensuring the
stability of rock engineering.

In the past decades, considerable research has been
carried out on the failure of jointed rocks or synthetic rock
materials induced by external loads [5–15]. Lee and Jeon [5]

made granite specimens with precracks of 1mm thickness
and found that the wing and secondary cracks occurred
under the compressive loading. Bobet and Einstein [6]
employed gypsum specimens with cracks to represent
jointed rocks and carried out uniaxial and biaxial com-
pression tests on the specimens with two preexisting parallel
joints. Yang et al. [7, 8] carried out a series of compression
tests of precracked sandstone specimens and they found that
the failure of rock was determined by the crack initiation,
growth, and interaction around the preexisting cracks. Xi
et al. [12] investigated the failure of granite with a preexisting
crack and found that the angle between preexisting crack
and loading direction had significant effects on the com-
pressive strength and crack propagation speed. Although the
effects of preexisting cracks on the rock compressive
strength and crack patterns had been widely studied, the
timely failure or cracking characteristics of rocks with
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preexisting cracks during the compression tests are not clear.
And it is much difficult to predict the failure of jointed rocks
without understanding the timely cracking characteristics
and failure precursor. Moreover, existing experimental re-
sults on the failure of specimens with orthogonal cracks are
limited.

Acoustic emission (AE) can be defined as transient
elastic stress waves produced by a release of energy from a
localized source, which can also be thought of as tiny
quakes that occur in solids [16]. AE testing or monitoring
techniques have been widely employed to investigate the
propagation of defects in brittle materials, such as rocks.

,e AE parameters and waves can reflect the timely failure
process of rock under external loads. With the develop-
ment of AE monitoring techniques, some researchers
[17–26] have proposed many AE parameters or indexes
for analyzing the failure process of rock, for example, AE
counts, amplitude, b-value, average frequency, and du-
ration. Ganne et al. [17] divided the accumulated AE
activities into four stages, which correspond to the gen-
eration, propagation, coalescence, and final failure of
microcracks, respectively. Eberhardt et al. [18] monitored
the AE events of granite under compressive tests and
found that the AE wave significantly changed after
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Figure 1: ,e location and geometry of the preexisting orthogonal cracks.
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Figure 2: ,e granite specimens with two orthogonal cracks: (a) α� 0° 00–90, (b) α� 30° 30–90, (c) α� 45° 45–90, (d) α� 60° 60–90, and (e)
α� 90° 90-90.
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cracking. Zhang et al. [19] carried out the AE monitoring
of granite under uniaxial compression and found that
there is a relatively “quiet” period for AE events before
rock failure. Recently, some researchers tried to use the
well-known G-R earthquake equation to calculate the b-
value by AE counts and found the b-value was closely
related to the failure of rock. Zhao et al. [20] investigated

the failure of intact dacite specimens under compressive
loading and found that the rapid decrease of the b-value
can be the failure precursor of rock. Li et al. [21] found the
b-value and fractal dimension of AE from the uniaxial
compression tests can be the failure precursor of granite.
Amongst the existing research on the AE characteristics
and failure precursor of rock, most were focused on the

AE sensor

Figure 3: ,e layout of loading and AE sensors.
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Figure 4: ,e evolutions of stress, b-value, RDC, and CRDC of AE with time for the intact rock.
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failure of intact rock specimens while the b-value of AE for
granite with orthogonal cracks has never been studied.

,is paper attempts to investigate the acoustic emission
characteristics and failure prediction of the granite with or-
thogonal cracks by comprehensive experiments. ,e granite
taken from a deep goldmine ismade into cubic specimens with
dimensions of 50mm× 25mm× 100mm. ,e water cutter
techniques are used for making two orthogonal cracks with
0.3mm thickness in the center of the specimens. ,e uniaxial

compression tests are carried out on the intact specimens and
precracked specimens. During the compressive loading, the AE
events are monitored for recording the cracking of rock.
Further, the stress, b-value, ring-down count (RDC), and
cumulative ring-down count (CRDC) of AE during the tests
are obtained. ,e cracking process and crack patterns are
recorded by a digital image correlation (DIC) system. ,e
relationships between the b-value and rock cracking are an-
alyzed and discussed. Finally, the effects of the preexisting crack
angle on the b-value evolution and crack patterns are
investigated.

2. Methodology

2.1. Specimen andExperiments. Unlike the previous studies
which made rock-like specimens with preexisting cracks
by inserting metallic sheets into cement-based materials
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Figure 5: ,e evolutions of b-value, ring-down count, and cumulative ring-down count of AE with time for the specimens with orthogonal
cracks. (a) 00–90. (b) 30–90. (c) 45–90. (d) 60–90. (e) 90-90.

Table 1: ,e maximum b-value.

Intact specimen Specimens with orthogonal cracks

Maximum b-value Maximum b-value
I 00–90 30–90 45–90 60–90 90-90
10.29 1.06 1.47 1.36 1.43 1.38
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[27–30], we employed in situ rock and made nonpersis-
tent joints by water-cutting techniques. ,e granite was
taken from a deep gold mine with excavation depth over
−1000m. ,e specimens were made as cubic with the

dimensions of 50mm in length, 25mm in width, and
100mm in height. Two orthogonal cracks were made in
the center of the specimens. ,e dimensions for the main
crack and secondary crack were designed as
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Figure 6: ,e evolutions of the axial stress and b-value with time for the specimens with orthogonal cracks. (a) 00–90 (b) 30–90 (c) 45–90.
(d) 60–90. (e) 90-90.
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25mm × 0.3 mm × 20mm and 25mm × 0.3 mm × 15mm,
respectively. Figure 1 illustrates the location and geometry
of the preexisting main crack (in red line) and secondary
crack (in blue line). ,e thickness of the cracks is just
0.3 mm which is very thin for replacing real joints. α is the
angle between the main crack and loading direction. To
investigate the effect of the main crack direction on rock
failure, the angle α of the specimens is set as 0°, 30°, 45°,
60°, and 90°, respectively. ,e secondary crack is always
perpendicular to the main crack. Figure 2 shows the final
specimens with their names.

,e uniaxial compressive tests were carried out by the
GAW-2000 rigid mechanical machine. ,e loading was
controlled by the displacement and the loading speed is
0.03mm/min. ,e AE events were monitored and
recorded by PCI-2 AE system with the threshold value of
acoustic emission being 40 dB. ,e sampling frequency
range of the AE sensor is 1 kHz∼3MHz, and the A/D
conversion resolution is 18 bits. ,e AE system can
perform real-time or postdata analysis and spectrum
analysis. Figure 3 shows the loading and monitoring
layout. ,e VIC-3D noncontact strain field measurement
system was adopted, which included DIC digital image
correlation analysis software, image acquisition equip-
ment, lighting equipment, calibration and optical dis-
tortion correction system, supporting positioning, and
other auxiliary equipment. ,e displacement and strain
data of the samples were recorded during the loading
processes.

2.2. b-Value of AE Results and Its Calculation. In 1956,
Gutenberg and Richter proposed an equation to express the
relation between earthquake magnitude and frequency
[31, 32]. ,e famous G–R law is expressed as follows:

lgN � a − bM, (1)

where N is the number of seismic events having a magnitude
larger thanM. a and b are fitting parameters. ,e parameter
b is commonly called the b-value which has been widely
studied for revealing the occurrences of earthquakes.

,e brittle failure of rock has similarities with the
earthquake. ,erefore, rock researchers attempted to ana-
lyze the b-value by the G-R law for the relationship between
the magnitude and frequency of AE events [19–21]. And
some interesting findings have been obtained through ex-
periments on intact rock specimens. We attempted to in-
vestigate the b-value development for rock specimens with
two orthogonal cracks. ,e b-value can be calculated as
follows [21]:

b �
nlge


n
1lgAi − nlgAmin

, (2)

where A is the magnitude of the AE events; Amin is the
smallest magnitude in one catalogue of AE; n is the total
number of the AE events in one catalogue.

3. Experimental Results

3.1. Intact Specimen. ,e uniaxial compressive test on an
intact granite specimen without preexisting cracks was first
carried out for comparisons. ,e axial force from the me-
chanical machine and the AE events were simultaneously
recorded during the tests. Further, the axial stress was ob-
tained by dividing the axial force by the cross section area of
the specimens. Figure 4 shows the evolutions of axial stress,
b-value, ring-down count (RDC) of AE, and cumulative
ring-down count (CRDC) of AE with time increasing. It can
be seen that there are four stages for the stress evolution. In
stage I, the axial stress slowly nonlinearly increased which
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Table 2: ,e critical b-values of AE and the corresponding stress
level.

Specimen bc Corresponding stress level
00–90 0.64 0.94
30–90 1.24 0.88
45–90 1.17 0.85
60–90 1.25 0.88
90-90 0.94 0.90
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indicated the clamping and sealing phase (AB). In stage II,
the axial stress was close to linearly increasing which in-
dicated the linear deformation of rock (BC). In stage III, the
stress fluctuation increased which indicated microcracks
initiation (CD).. In stage IV, the stress began to decrease
until complete failure (after D). ,e b-value gradually in-
creased to a peak value of about 10 at the end of stage I and

then almost linearly decreased until the end of stage II. In the
unstable stress increasing stage (Stage III), the b-value firstly
increased and then decreased with time. After that, the b-
value dropped to about 1 when rock failure occurs.,e RDC
suddenly increased at the postpeak stage and the CRDC
exponentially increased. It can be concluded that the b-value
is closely related to the rock stress evolution and rock failure.
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,e peak of the b-value occurs when rock is loaded for
clamping and sealing. And with the elastic deformation and
microcracks initiation, the b-value is generally decreasing.
,e smaller the value b, the more likely the rock to fail.

3.2. Specimen with Orthogonal Cracks. Figure 5 illustrates
the evolutions of the b-value, ring-down count (RDC) of AE,
and cumulative ring-down count (CRDC) of AE with time
increasing for the specimens with two orthogonal cracks. It
can be found that, for the specimens with orthogonal cracks,
the RDC of AE discretely suddenly increased during the
loading and the CRDC of AE gradually rose. ,e AE can be
classified as a quiet period and outbreak period during the
compression tests. ,is phenomenon indicated that the
specimens with orthogonal cracks stepwise cracked with the
axial load increasing. ,e jointed specimen would undergo
multiple cycles of energy accumulation-release-reac-
cumulation-rerelease under the uniaxial compression.

For the specimens with two orthogonal cracks, the b-
value was volatile but generally decreased until complete
failure. ,e number of b-values for the specimens with
different main crack angle α is different. It is interesting to
find that, during the outbreak period of AE ring-down
count, the b-value generally dropped while, during the quiet
period, the b-value was stable or increased.,erefore, for the
specimens with two orthogonal cracks, every cracking event
during the loading will make the b-value drop and then the
reaccumulation of energy makes the b-value increase or
stable.

4. Analysis and Discussion

,e maximum b-value can reflect the energy storage ca-
pability for rock. ,e maximum b-value for the intact
specimen and the precracked specimens is listed in Table 1. It
can be seen that the maximum b-value for the intact
specimen was 10.29 which was significantly larger than that
for the specimens with two orthogonal cracks.,erefore, the
intact can stably absorb elastic deformation energy from the
external loads before rock crack initiation. However, the b-
values for the specimens with orthogonal cracks were in the
range of 1.3–1.5 except for the specimens with the main
crack parallel to the loading direction (i.e., specimen 00–90).
,e maximum b-value occurred at the beginning stages of
loading. ,erefore, the specimen with orthogonal cracks is
more prone to initial cracking than the intact rock.

,e dropping times of the b-value can be regarded as the
times of cracking events during the compression test. It can
be seen in Figure 5 that there were 3–6 troughs in the b-value
curves for the specimens with orthogonal cracks, which
indicated the specimens experienced significant cracking for
3–6 times before complete failure. ,e critical b-value de-
fined as the b-value beginning to drop just before rock failure
was introduced to discuss the failure characteristics. As
shown in Figure 5, the critical b-values were about 0.63–1.24.
,erefore, the orientation of cracks has effects on the critical
b-value. ,e b-value reaching about 1.5 can be used as the
failure precursor of specimens with orthogonal cracks. ,e

minimum critical b-value occurred for the 00–90 specimens.
,erefore, when the joints or fissures are parallel to the
loading direction, the b-value for failure precursor is smaller.

,e stress and strength during the uniaxial compression
test may be also related to the b-value. Figure 6 shows the b-
value and axial stress evolution with time increasing. ,e
uniaxial compressive strengths for the specimens with
00–90, 30–90, 45–90, 60–90, and 90-90 were 113.32, 133.56,
129.14, 129.87, and 105.44MPa, respectively. With the angle
α between the main crack and loading direction increasing,
the uniaxial compressive strength firstly increased and then
decreased. ,e minimum uniaxial compressive strength
occurred for the specimen with the main crack angle of 90°.
For the specimens with orthogonal cracks, the axial stress
gradually increased until rock failure.

Although the b-value was fluctuating, the stress kept
increasing. Taking specimen 00–90 as an example, at the first
loading stage, the clamping and sealing of rock occurred.
Compared with the intact specimen, the clamping and
sealing phase was shorter and the b-value was relatively
stable. At the elastic stage, the b-value experienced the cycles
of “dropping, increasing, being stable, and redropping.” ,e
b-value rapidly decreased to the minimum value when rock
complete failure occurred.

Figure 7 illustrates the relationship between the b-value
and stress level for the specimens with orthogonal cracks.
,e stress level was defined as the ratio of the axial stress to
uniaxial compressive strength. It can be seen that the b-value
fluctuated but generally decreased. ,e b-values for the
specimen with the main crack angles of 30° and 60° were
relatively large while the b-values for the specimen with the
main crack angles of 0 and 90° were relatively small.
,erefore, the b-value of failure precursor for the rock mass
with joints parallel to the loading direction could be smaller.
,e critical b-value and the corresponding stress lever are
listed in Table 2. It can be seen that the last dropping of the b-
value started at the stress level of 0.85–0.94 for the specimens
with orthogonal cracks. And the smaller the critical b-value
is, the larger the corresponding stress level is. ,erefore, the
smaller the critical b-value is, the sooner the final failure of
rock will occur.

Digital image correlation (DIC) is an optical and non-
contact deformation measurement technique for obtaining
the surface strain filed [33–36]. ,e digital image processing
(DIC) techniques were employed to analyze the cracking
process and crack pattern of the specimens during the
loading. Figure 8 shows the b-value and typical DIC images
from the VIC-3D system. ,e contours are the maximum
principal strains with values decreasing from the largest
(red) to the smallest (blue). It can be seen that the cracking of
specimens was directional and the crack patterns differed by
the preexisting cracks. ,e load-induced cracks were mainly
wing-cracks and anti-wing-cracks around the preexisting
crack tip. ,e wing-crack is generated at the end of the
preexisting crack and propagated in direction of the wing-
crack of the preexisting crack; the anti-wing-crack is usually
generated later than the wing-cracks and propagated in the
opposite direction along the preexisting crack [5]. ,e crack
patterns for the specimens 00–90 and 90-90 were similar, in
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which the crack was initiated at the preexisting crack tip and
propagated towards the loading sides. ,e b-value dropped
when the crack was initiated at the crack tip and propagated.
Taking the specimen 90-90 as an example, the variation of b-
value between the first and second DIC images was caused
by the wing-crack propagation while the variation of b-value
between the last two DIC images was caused by the anti-
wing-crack initiation and propagation. Moreover, the
dropping of b-value always occurred before cracking which
indicated that b-value could be a failure precursor for the
rock with cracks.

5. Conclusions

In this paper, granite specimens were made with orthogonal
cracks and used for uniaxial compression tests. ,e acoustic
emission events and surface strain field data of the specimens
during compressive loading were recorded. ,e axial stress, b-
value, ring-down count of AE, cumulative ring-down count of
AE, and fracture characteristics of the specimens were obtained
and discussed. Conclusions can be given as follows:

(1) ,e granite specimens with orthogonal cracks un-
derwent multiple cycles of energy accumulation-
release under the uniaxial compression. ,e AE can
be classified as a quiet period and outbreak period
during the compression tests. ,e specimens with
orthogonal cracks stepwise cracked with the axial
load increasing.

(2) For the specimens with orthogonal cracks, the b-
value of AE was volatile but generally decreased until
complete failure. ,e maximum b-value for the in-
tact specimen was significantly larger than that for
the specimens with two orthogonal cracks. ,e
specimen with orthogonal cracks is more prone to
initial cracking than the intact rock.

(3) With the angle α between the main crack and loading
direction increasing, the uniaxial compressive
strength and b-value of AE firstly increased and then
decreased. At the elastic stage, the b-value experi-
enced the cycles of “dropping, increasing, being
stable, and redropping.” ,e b-value could be a
failure precursor for the rock with cracks and the
critical b-values were about 0.63–1.24 for the spec-
imens with orthogonal cracks.

(4) ,e load-induced cracks were mainly wing-cracks
and anti-wing-cracks around the preexisting crack
tip. ,e crack patterns and b-values were affected by
the main crack direction.
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